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So long McMansions and rambling square footageâ€¦small homes are in! Easier to maintain and

more affordable in hard economic times, small houses are gaining popularity in the housing market

after nearly 60 years of trending up in size. Small Houses capitalizes on this shift with an all-new

collection of small houses from Fine Homebuilding magazine. The featured writers, well-respected

authors in their fields, look at housesâ€•ranging from less than 1,250 sq. ft. to upward of 2,250 sq.

ft.â€•that are both new and remodeled, urban and rural, traditional and modern. Homeowners will be

pleasantly surprised that these small homes are big on charm, style, and quality and offer all types

of exciting possibilities and energy efficiencies to mesh with and improve their lifestyle.
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It's a nice book to look at, but most of the "small house" are rather expensive which somewhat

defeats the purpose of staying small.They could have done a better job; they will not compete with

Sara Susanka on details or use of space with most of these plans.

This book has a few ideas for making small houses feel larger but most of the books detail houses

that I do NOT consider to be small. Maybe 2000 sq ft is small to some people. Small to me is less

that 1000 sq ft.



Pics are wonderful. There are many of most houses. House plans of each house. Overall the best

book I've seen yet for small house plans and designing efficiency. I'm very appreciative of efficiency

in a house, no matter the size.

This is a pretty neat book with one exception: Small houses to me are less than 1100 square feet.

Only five of the many in this book are less than 1100 square feet. Some exceed 2000 square feet.

The middle category is large indeed.BUT the book is interesting and well assembled. It's just not for

me. I returned it for another book that looks more promising.Also online Tumbleweed.com has some

really small homes both on wheels and foundations. These start really small--130 square feet. The

site is really helpful in organizing thoughts about living small. The videos can seem corny but I found

them helpful. Oh, and check out Sunset and Dwell magazines for more ideas.Then when you know

more about what you're looking for, I do think a good book with lots of pictures and floor plans is an

absolute delight in developing these ideas. So I will review the next book I get too. The concept of

small-house living is really intriguing, especially if you are like me with a larger than needed home

that is too economical to leave currently.

I enjoyed the layout of this book and all the pictures- would like to know a bit more about certain

houses (without bothering the owners) but am very interested in cost-per-foot of building and

WHERE some of these houses were located- am considering building one myself, and some of

these were located in areas that I am looking at. But the information supplied and photos were really

interesting and I do find myself rereading the book regularly.

Many of the detailed projects aren't that interesting architecturally. I think they could have chosen a

more diverse set. The image quality is also mediocre. Otherwise provides a few useful insights and

floor plans concepts..

Perhaps I read the description wrong. I was hoping to find a book filled with floor plans for small

houses. It had a few, but was mostly just a lot of building ideas and things to think about when

building small houses. Seemed like a decent read, but not what I was looking for.

I purchased Small House primarily for inspiration, and I was far from disappointed! The pictures are

clear and crisp - showing the many interesting details in the homes. I have not read the book. I've



only looked at the photos two or three time, so I can provide no review of the text - sorry!
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